Axial Response of Hemp-Fiber Composite Tube under Quasi-Static Compression and Impact Crushing
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ABSTRACT

Besides being eco-friendly, hemp fiber, a natural fiber, has a potential for use as fiber reinforcement for energy absorption structures. The advantage of the structure is to reduce the impact energy of a crash on the attached member or especially for occupants in an automotive body. In this study, the energy absorption capability and failure response of hemp fiber tubes were investigated by applying an axial static compression and impact crushing. Three fiber volume fractions of hemp fiber tubes and epoxy resin tubes were studied. It was found that epoxy tube and hemp fiber tube with low fiber volume fraction behaves with a brittle failure mechanism, but progressive failure was found in tubes with high fiber content. Brittle failures let the member absorb less crushing energy, but progressive failures let high fiber tubes have high energy absorption. Progressive failure was found in high fiber tubes due to the tensile loading resistance of hemp fiber, especially that fiber aligned in the circumferential direction. For high volume content of 37.0\%, the sample has a high specific energy absorption of 65.76 J/g, which is 20 times that of epoxy without reinforcing fiber. Low content of hemp fiber tube can be used as an energy absorbing structure for quasi-static axial compression, but high content of hemp fiber tubes are better in an impact crushing situation. It is hoped that synthetic fiber will be substituted by hemp fiber in some automotive applications.
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INTRODUCTION

Design of any vehicle structure must meet the crash energy management criteria in order to ensure an optimum collapse sequence during a crash (Thornton and Jeryan, 1988). The benefit is to reduce the impact energy of a crash on occupants. Various geometries of metal and composite materials such as circular, square and conical have been tested to evaluate their energy absorption capability (Farley and Jones, 1989; Mamalis et al., 1997; Huang and Wang, 2009; Ataollahi et al., 2012; Tong et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2017). Composite materials reinforced by glass fiber and carbon fiber composites have been used in vehicle construction, because of their energy absorption potential which is comparable to that of metal structures (Ramakrishna, 1997). The other advantage is to reduce fuel consumption and exhaust emissions because of their light weight (Sapuan et al., 2005). They have been used as interior and exterior parts such as skin panels of hoods and doors, and load-bearing structures such as cross members and frame rails (Thornton and Jeryan, 1988; Holbery and Houston, 2006).

The collapse mechanism of a structure such as a tube can be identified into four modes, which are transverse shearing, brittle fracturing, lamina bending and local buckling (Farley and Jones, 1989; Mamalis et al., 1997). These modes can be summed up in two different failure modes, which are the catastrophic failure and the progressive failure (Garattoni, 2011). The progressive mode can be classified into two categories, i.e. splaying mode and fragmentation mode (Hull, 1991). For composite materials, catastrophic failure results from unstable inter-laminar or intra-laminar and circumferential crack growth. This failure mode allows a low energy absorption capability. The progressive mode occurs when a trigger is provided at one end of the structure that introduces a high energy absorption capability.

Besides being eco-friendly, natural fibers are used as a reinforcing material for polymers. In contrast to synthetic fibers, natural fibers need lower processing energy and have energy and carbon-credit recoveries at the end of their life (Joshi et al., 2004; Dittenber and GangaRao, 2012). Hemp is one of the well-known natural fibers. Previous research has shown that hemp fiber composite has good strength (Yuanjian and Isaac, 2007; De Rosa et al., 2012; Meredith et al., 2012; Singh et al., 2014; Haghighatnia et al., 2017; Sullins et al., 2017). Yuanjian and Isaac (2007), for example, reported that hemp fiber reinforced polyester composite (with a fiber weight fraction of 44%) has strength and modulus of 53 MPa and 6.2 GPa, respectively. They are equivalent to those of four layers of ±45° glass fiber reinforced polyester composite with fiber weight fraction of 42%.

Hemp fiber has a potential for use as fiber reinforcement for energy absorbing structures (De Rosa et al., 2012; Meredith et al., 2012). Meredith et al. (2012) tested the impact on conical specimens of jute, flax and hemp.
The specimens were manufactured using vacuum assisted resin transfer molding. They found that unwoven hemp exhibits high specific energy absorption of 54.3 J/g, which is comparable to that of carbon fiber polymeric composite.

This study investigated the axial response of hemp fiber tubes with three fiber volume fractions and conditions of axial compression which were quasi-static and impact crushing. Variation in specific energy absorption of epoxy and hemp fiber tubes under quasi-static compression and impact crushing were evaluated and compared. The effects of volume fraction of hemp fiber were examined. The failure mechanisms that made differences in energy absorption of the tube either under quasi-static compression or impact crushing are explained. A bevel trigger was produced at the top end of the tube to control the position of failure initiation.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Materials**

Nonwoven hemp mats of 600 g/m\(^2\) from HempFlax BV, Netherland were used in this study. Its tensile strength and Young’s modulus are 446.75±184.36 MPa and 18.23±8.26 GPa, respectively (Limpitipanich and Promwungkwa, 2014). Hemp mat was washed with reverse osmosis water to remove dust and contaminants. It was dried at room temperature before being kept in an oven at 80°C for 24 hours. To reduce the thickness of the hemp mat, a roller machine was used to compress the mat from a thickness of 3 mm to about 0.7 to 0.8 mm before molding.

The density of the hemp mat after drying was measured according to ASTM D3800 with the Buoyancy (Archimedes) Method. The method is recommended for the density measurement of natural fiber (Truong et al., 2009). The measured density of the hemp mat is 1,356 kg/m\(^3\).

Hemp-fiber composite tube was fabricated using the vacuum assisted resin transfer molding technique at a lab scale. The material was molded in a gap between two 3-mm thick acrylic tubes. One acrylic tube had inside diameter of 19 mm and the other had outside diameter of 15 mm. The tubes were 200 mm in length. Next, rolled hemp was inserted in the 2-mm gap of the acrylic mold. To maintain concentricity between the two acrylic molds, plastic rings having constant width of 2 mm were inserted at both ends.

Epotec YD535LV/TH7257 (low viscosity epoxy from Aditya Birla Chemicals (Thailand) Co., Ltd.) with density of 996 kg/m\(^3\) was used as the matrix of the hemp fiber composite. The epoxy has a 3 – 4 hours work life that guarantees fast and complete impregnation of reinforcing fibers and allows laminates to be produced by vacuum assisted resin transfer molding. The molding was cured at room temperature for 24 hours before it was post cured in an oven at 80°C.
The curing time condition is recommended by Aditya Birla Chemicals (Thailand) Co., Ltd. as shown in the datasheet of Epotec YD535LV/TH 7253–8 (Epoxy Division, 2006).

After post curing, the tubes were cut to lengths of 60 mm for axial loading test. To reduce the initial peak load, a lathe was used to machine a 45° bevel trigger at one end of the specimens. The trigger is not only used for controlling the position of crushing initiation, but also for reducing the initial peak load and increasing the stability of the axial crushing process (Mamalis et al., 1997). Epoxy tubes and hemp fiber tubes with three fiber volume fractions of 9.3%, 19.3% and 37.0% were produced. A hemp fiber tube with no voids is assumed in this study. The volume fraction of the hemp fiber tube was calculated using equation 1:

\[
V_f = \frac{\rho_f m_f}{\rho_r (1-m_f) + \rho_f m_f}
\]  

where \( \rho \) is the density, \( m \) is the mass and the subscripts \( r \) and \( f \) are the properties of resin and fiber, respectively.

**Compression test**

**Quasi-static compression test.** The tube specimens were axially compressed between the platens of a 10 kN UTM machine (MTS model Sintech 2/S). The bottom end of the tube was fixed into a 5-mm deep hole, and then it was inserted between the two compression plates of the UTM machine. The specimen was axially compressed to 35 mm distance with a constant crosshead speed of 1.25 mm/min. Load and displacement responses were recorded throughout the test. Five specimens for epoxy and the three volume fractions of hemp fiber specimens were tested.

**Impact crushing test.** The axial impact crushing test was conducted using a drop-weight impact tester. The capacity of the machine is 234 J. The bottom end of the tube was fixed in a 5-mm deep hole. Then, the impactor with a mass of 18.22 kg was released from a desired height to cause axial crushing to the specimen. Variation in impact energy can be made by changing the initial height of the impactor. The initial height for each specimen type was varied due to the energy that could be absorbed by the specimen. Impact crushing load was measured by a 20 kN loadcell and recorded by National Instrument cDAQ-9172 at 10 kHz. A high speed video camera with 1,200 frames per second was used to record the impact test. Five specimens for epoxy tubes and three volume fractions of hemp fiber tubes were tested. The impact velocity was computed by the initial height of the impactor using equation 2 (Messiry, 2013):
Impact velocity \( = \sqrt{2gh} \)  \( (2) \)

where \( g \) is the acceleration due to gravity which is 9.81 m/s\(^2\), and \( h \) is the initial height of the impactor.

**Energy absorption capability**

The ability of structures that carry static compression and impact loads can be described by specific energy absorption using equation 3. For the static compression test, the absorbed energy can be calculated using equation 4 from the area under the load and displacement response. For the impact crushing test, the corresponding impact displacement was evaluated using equation 5, which was derived from the equations for impulse and momentum.

\[
\text{Specific energy absorption (SEA)} = \frac{\text{Absorbed energy}}{m_{\text{loss}}} \quad (3)
\]

\[
\text{Absorbed energy} = \int Fd\delta \quad (4)
\]

\[
\text{Impact displacement} = \int \left( \text{Impact velocity} + \frac{1}{m_{\text{impactor}}} \int Fdt \right) dt \quad (5)
\]

where \( m_{\text{loss}} \) is the mass loss of the tube, \( F \) is the compressive load or crushing force, \( \delta \) is the compressive displacement, \( m_{\text{impactor}} \) is the mass of the impactor, and \( t \) is the time duration of crushing.

**RESULTS**

**Quasi-static compression**

The compressive load-displacement responses and the corresponding energy absorptions of epoxy and hemp-fiber specimens are plotted in Figure 1. At the beginning, the load was sharply increased due to the axial strain resistance of the tube. Then, the load was slowly raised before reaching the initial peak load. At this point, the bevel trigger at the top end was progressively crushed in the axial direction which let the load decrease. Next, the load gradually increased and dropped again due to the failure mechanism of the tubes. The load increased and dropped in this pattern throughout the test. For epoxy,
the failure behavior was brittle fracture that results in catastrophic failure. Its surface was broken and the test never reached 35 mm in compressive displacement, as shown by the load-displacement curve in Figure 1(a) and by the broken specimen in Figure 2(a). The maximum compressive displacement of the epoxy tube was 24.4 mm, while the minimum was 3.9 mm. For hemp fiber specimens, the bevel trigger was crushed to failure as shown in Figures 2(b) to (d) at compressive displacements of 3 mm, 5 mm and 10 mm, respectively. Next, axial delamination was found and growth in the axial direction, followed by bending of the tube surface, which is called frond bending as shown in, for example, Figure 2 (b) at compressive displacement of 6 mm and 18 mm. The hemp fiber specimen after complete compression also showed progressive failure. This failure behavior can absorb high energy during compression.

Figure 1 also presents the variation in specific energy absorption along the compressive displacement using equation 3. It was found that the epoxy specimen cannot absorb the compressive energy throughout its length because of its catastrophic failure, especially for specimen no. 2. The hemp fiber specimen can absorb higher energy and longer displacement than epoxy. At 35-mm displacement, the average specific energy absorption of epoxy was 9.95 J/g, and for 9.3%, 19.3% and 37.0% hemp fiber tubes it was 34.09 J/g, 37.06 J/g and 39.73 J/g, respectively.
Figure 1. Variation in compressive load and specific energy absorption with applied compressive displacement under quasi-static test.
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(d) Hemp fiber tube with \( V_f = 37.0\% \)

**Figure 2.** Failure mechanism of epoxy and hemp fiber tubes at different compressive displacements.
Impact crushing

Crushing load and time response and finished test specimen of epoxy and hemp fiber are shown in Figure 3. The epoxy tube provided low crushing load with short crushing time response. The load sharply increased, and then it decreased due to the total failure of the specimen. Only one loop of load and time response was found for the epoxy tube and the catastrophic mode was found as shown in Figure 3 (a) in the specimen after finishing the test. For hemp fiber tubes with fiber volume fraction of 9.3% and 19.3% (see Figures 3 (b) to (c)), the load was increased and decreased due to specimen failure throughout the test. A combination of brittle and progressive failures was also found as shown. For high content of hemp fiber at 37.0% fiber content, the load sharply increased to around 7.5 kN to 8.5 kN, and then it decreased due to failure of the specimen. It can be seen in Figure 3 (d) that the specimen did not totally fail even at the highest capacity of 234 J of the impact tester.

Figure 4 presents the failure of epoxy and hemp fiber tubes at different impact crushing times. The epoxy specimen was brittle and failed totally before 10 ms of crushing time. For hemp fiber tube with fiber volume fractions of 9.3% and 19.3%, the trigger was either broken or degraded progressively as shown at times 5 ms and 10 ms. The specimen with high fiber content of 37.0% presented progressive failure at times of 2.5 ms, 5 ms, 10 ms and 20 ms. It was also found that after the test, at time 20 ms, the specimen was not totally collapsed.

Details of impact test and evaluation of result are listed in Table 1. The initial height of the impactor was varied for epoxy and hemp fiber specimens in order to make a variation in crushing energy to the tube. All 60-mm long epoxy specimens failed at impact velocity between 1.55 m/s and 2.32 m/s. Their specific energy absorptions were 2.47 J/g and 3.76 J/g. For hemp fiber samples, the initial height of the impactor was higher than when testing epoxy. This corresponds to the crushing impact energy that the specimen can absorb. Hemp fiber tubes with fiber content of 9.3% behaved catastrophically and progressively in combination. They were totally collapsed by an impact velocity between 2.47 m/s and 3.32 m/s, and their specific energy absorption was between 10.00 J/g and 13.89 J/g. Higher content of hemp fiber lets the tube be more ductile. Specific energy absorption between 29.17 J/g and 36.76 J/g was seen when impacting the 19.3% fiber specimen with a speed between 3.87 m/s and 4.56 m/s. High crushing energy between 61.19 J/g and 69.82 J/g can be absorbed by 37.0% content of hemp fiber with an impactor speed between 4.34 m/s and 4.80 m/s. The average specific energy absorptions of epoxy tube, and 9.3%, 19.3%, 37.0% hemp content tubes were 3.07 J/g, 11.91 J/g, 33.47 J/g and 65.76 J/g, respectively.
The absorbed energy presented in Table 1 was calculated from the crushing load and time responses using equations 3 to 5. Since the area under the curve is the deviation in velocity of the impactor, the crushing displacement can be evaluated using the equation of impulse and momentum as in equation 5. Figure 5 presents the crushing load and the corresponding displacement of epoxy and hemp fiber specimens. It can be seen that the crushing load initially increased and then decreased due to failure and may increase and decrease again before it diminishes. It is noted that, for example, the drop weight energy of the impactor for a hemp fiber specimen with fiber volume fraction of 19.3% at the height of impactor of 0.96 m is 171.95 J, and the absorbed energy or corresponding area under the calculated load-displacement curve is 168.48 J. Therefore, it can be noted confidently that the area under the crushing load and the time response can correctly estimate the absorbed energy of the sample using equations 3 to 5.

Figure 3. Impact crushing load-time response and failure behavior of epoxy and hemp-fiber tubes.
(c) Hemp fiber tube with $V_f = 19.3\%$

(d) Hemp fiber tube with $V_f = 37.0\%$

**Figure 3.** Continued.
Figure 4. Comparison of epoxy and hemp fiber specimens at different impact crushing times.
Table 1. Test data for impact crushing and analysis results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Impact velocity (m/s)</th>
<th>Absorbed energy (J)</th>
<th>Collapse length (mm)</th>
<th>Mass loss (g)</th>
<th>Specific energy absorption (J/g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epoxy</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>23.42</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>6.22</td>
<td>3.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>22.31</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>3.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>14.68</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>5.72</td>
<td>2.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>14.58</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>5.90</td>
<td>2.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>16.66</td>
<td>50.3</td>
<td>5.72</td>
<td>2.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_f = 9.3%$</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>80.67</td>
<td>49.7</td>
<td>5.81</td>
<td>13.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>74.67</td>
<td>50.1</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>12.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>64.50</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>11.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>70.96</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>6.22</td>
<td>11.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>55.51</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_f = 19.3%$</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>136.20</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>36.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>168.48</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>5.31</td>
<td>31.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>181.85</td>
<td>47.4</td>
<td>6.23</td>
<td>29.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>171.85</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>5.06</td>
<td>33.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>173.24</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>6.23</td>
<td>35.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_f = 37.0%$</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>171.94</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>69.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>190.71</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>68.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>209.44</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>67.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>204.63</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>61.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>209.48</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>61.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5. Crushing load and displacement responses evaluated by equation 5.

Figure 6 presents the correlation of specific energy absorption and fiber volume fraction. High fiber volume fraction results in high specific energy absorption as found in static compression. It can be seen in the chart that linear correlation of fiber content and specific energy absorption can be observed as reported by Meredith et al. (2012). Composites with higher volume fraction have less epoxy available, which reduces the energy dissipation due to epoxy cracking (Meredith et al., 2012).

Figure 6. Variation in fiber volume fraction and specific energy absorption under impact crushing.
Comparison of behavior under quasi-static compression and impact crushing

The load and displacement responses of the tubes under quasi-static and impact crushing are of the same pattern. The load increased to reach the initial peak load and then decreased. Then, the load was increased and dropped according to the failure mechanism of the tubes, and stayed in this pattern throughout the test. In this study, it can be seen that the load fluctuations of tubes under quasi-static test were larger than those of impact crushing tested tubes. It is noted that the fluctuation of load under static compression are in the same pattern as in the static tests by Mamalis et al. (1997) and Meredith et al. (2012).

The failure patterns of hemp fiber tubes under quasi-static and impact crushing are significantly different. Failure of tubes under quasi-static compression and impact crushing are compared and presented in Figure 7.Brittle fracture can be found in the epoxy tube (see Figure 7(a)), even with quasi-static compression or impact crushing. The tubes collapsed with catastrophic failure. For low reinforcement fiber tubes at 9.3% and 19.3%, the sample showed that a progressive failure in combination of splaying and fragmentation modes can be found under quasi-static test, as seen in the left of Figure 7(b) and Figure 7(c). However, tubes behaved with less ductility with a combination of brittle and ductile surfaces, even when using a low velocity of the impactor. For a high fiber volume fraction of 37.0%, the failure surface of hemp fiber tube under impact crushing, as shown in the right of Figure 7(d), revealed the splaying mode of progressive failure: an axial crack grows in the middle of the tube surface and its lamina bends inside and outside. This failure pattern is clearly seen in the tube under quasi-static compression, while the specific energy absorption under impact test was much higher than that under quasi-static test.

Figure 8 presents the comparison of the specific energy absorption of epoxy and hemp fiber tubes under quasi-static compression and impact crushing. It can be seen that the specific energy absorption for 9.3%, 19.3% and 37.0% hemp fiber tubes under quasi-static test were 34.09 J/g, 37.06 J/g and 39.73 J/g, while those of hemp fiber tubes under impact crushing were 11.91 J/g, 33.47 J/g and 65.76 J/g, respectively. With 9.3% of fiber content, the tube under very low speed compression presented 3 times higher specific energy absorption than that of the tubes under impact crushing. For 19.3% hemp fiber tubes, the specific energy absorptions under both loadings are in agreement. At high fiber volume fraction of 37.0%, the specific energy absorption of the tube under impact crushing is much higher than that of the tube under quasi-static compression. Due to the speed of compression, Figure 8 also shows less variation in fiber volume fraction of hemp fiber tube and specific energy absorption under quasi-static
compression. For impact crushing, a higher variation in fiber volume fraction and specific energy absorption is presented. The reason is that, under quasi-static compression, a progressive failure can be found even using composites with low fiber volume fraction, but under impact crushing, low fiber content made the tube collapse by a combination of catastrophic failure and progressive failure.

![Epoxy tube](image1)

(a) Epoxy tube

![Hemp fiber tube](image2)

(b) Hemp fiber tube with $V_f = 9.3\%$
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(c) Hemp fiber tube with $V_f = 19.3\%$

![Hemp fiber tube](image4)

(d) Hemp fiber tube with $V_f = 37.0\%$

**Figure 7.** Comparison of failure behavior under quasi-static compression (left) and impact crushing (right).

![Energy absorption graph](image5)

**Figure 8.** Comparison in specific energy absorption under quasi-static compression and impact crushing, error bars at ±1 SD.
DISCUSSION

This study attempted to measure the energy absorption capability and investigated the failure behavior of epoxy and hemp fiber tubes. Variation of fiber volume fraction was produced using vacuum assisted resin transfer molding. The energy absorption capabilities of epoxy and hemp fiber tubes were presented by specific energy absorption. A bevel trigger of 45° was produced at the top end of the sample for controlling the position of failure initiation. Not only did the trigger make failure stability by controlling the initial position of failure, but it also allowed the member to absorb high crushing energy (Mamalis et al., 1997).

Under a quasi-static test, the epoxy tube behaved in a brittle way with catastrophic failure. It could not absorb energy throughout its length. With very low speed of compression, the sample with hemp fiber showed that a progressive failure can be found even using composites with low fiber volume fraction of 9.3%. Progressive failure lets the tube absorb energy throughout its length. Then, for quasi-static compression, the tubes have the opportunity to be used as energy absorption structures even using low hemp content. The failure mechanisms of hemp fiber tubes are axial crack growth and frond bending. The compressive energy was dissipated due to frond bending, axial crack growth and friction between frond/frond and frond/platen.

For impact crushing, epoxy and low fiber content samples presented catastrophic failure. Less impact energy could be absorbed by these specimens even under low velocity impact. Reinforcement with low fiber content made the tube collapse by a combination of catastrophic and progressive failures. Higher fiber content made the member behave in a more ductile way and then have high energy absorption capability. For 37.0% fiber content, the highest content that was used in this study, high average crushing energy of 65.76 J/g could be absorbed.

Fiber volume content was a significantly effect on the specific energy absorption. High fiber volume fraction results in high specific energy absorption of structure either under applying quasi-static compression or impact crushing. The 37.0% fiber content tube had the average specific energy absorption of 65.76 J/g, which is 20 times higher than that of epoxy without reinforced fiber. It was higher than that of 54.3 J/g which was tested by Meredith et al. (2012) with a conical hemp-fiber specimen.

Failure behaviors of hemp fiber tube under quasi-static and impact crushing were significantly different. Quasi-static compression on low hemp fiber content specimens showed that the specimen behaved with more ductility, but for axial crushing, even using a low velocity of the impactor, the specimen behaved with less ductility. The patterns for the load and displacement responses of quasi-static compression and impact crushing were also different according to the
failure behaviors. Thus, tubes with low hemp fiber content have the opportunity to be used as an energy absorption structure for quasi-static axial compression, but high hemp fiber content tubes must be better in an impact crushing situation.

Other parameters of structure, such as noncircular geometry, natural braid and aligned fibers, should be further studied to evaluate the specific energy absorption. Other energy absorption capability, such as initial crushing load, mean crushing load and crash force efficiency, should be further compared for using different parameters. High specific energy absorption of hemp fiber tube showed that hemp fiber has a potential for use as the fiber reinforcement of energy absorbing structures.
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